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A B S T R A C T   

Balancing markets will become more and more relevant with the increased volatility in the electricity system due 
to the increase in the renewable quota. New policies are paving the way for customers flexibility participation as 
demand response in reserve products. This paper contributes with an assessment of the impact of demand 
response participation in the reserve market when planning the electricity system’s operation and investment in 
new technologies. The model used has been conveniently upgraded and a set of scenarios have been raised to 
conduct the analysis. The residential and services sectors’ consumption for heating, cooling, hot water, and 
electric vehicles are considered as sources of flexibility. Each one has their own modeling to represent their 
nature. Main findings show that demand response receives and offers more benefits for the system on the 
wholesale market than in balancing services, although their participation in them is quite relevant. This is due to 
the decrease in firm capacity investment needs thanks to reducing systems’ peak technologies and the decrease of 
spillages from renewables. Additionally, increasing demand response percentages in the systems lead to cost 
reduction. However, there is a limitation associated with an increase of CO2 emissions due to the usage of 
existing polluting technologies to avoid investments in storages. Finally, flexibility providers are compared to 
determine their flexible capabilities.   

1. Introduction 

The evolution of power systems and electricity markets is experi-
encing an increase in renewable resources, creating the need for flexible 
resources such as batteries and demand assets or the reinforcement of 
interconnections. European directives (Directive 2019/944) [1] and 
policies such as the Clean Energy Package [2], are paving the way to 
extend energy customers flexibility, capability of shifting consumption, 
by taking part in a demand response (DR) program. Consequently, this 
paper explores the role that DR can fulfill within the entire electricity 
system. It addresses technology investment planning and operation by 
considering DR full potential, enabling its participation in wholesale and 
balancing markets. Besides, to be able to limit DR potential and avoid 
overestimating it, this work counts with a detailed representation of the 
different demand sectors, which are the residential, services and in-
dustrial sectors, and disaggregated consumption categories, between 
heating and cooling (H&C), domestic hot water (DHW), electric vehicle 
(EV) and others. The purpose of this analysis is to compare the sources of 
DR and assess their influence on investment and operational decisions, 
determining when DR can be effectively employed in each commodity, 
whether in wholesale or balancing markets. 

Full deployment of DR, could lead to significant balancing savings 
for Europe, between 43 % and 66 % of balancing costs, depending on the 
country and the balancing capacity needs [3]. These studies[4,5], 
demonstrate cost reductions ranging from 15 % to 21 %, primarily 
through operational cost reductions, achieving a more pronounced cost 
reduction when DR participates in reserve markets. By managing the full 
availability of DR specific sources [6], economic savings can rise to 14 % 
of annual costs solely by providing downward reserve. When analyzing 
Europe as a whole, total system costs can be reduced by 17 %[7]. 
Furthermore, 30 % savings are estimated for the Spanish system when 
modeling flexibility as 8 % of the total demand, without considering 
special constraints for the use of this flexibility [8]. DR current imple-
mentation in European countries is still very small [9–11] and there are 
still some regulatory and social barriers that should be faced [12,13]. 
Therefore, to foster all DR possibilities development in the different 
countries, this paper studies the effect of considering DR participation in 
balancing services. This paper assesses different flexible demand pene-
tration quantities, with a more conservative range estimated for system 
cost savings due to limitations in DR movements. This study also com-
pares the operation of H&C, DHW and EVs to understand how their 
flexibility interacts with the electric power system. Although more 
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flexible demand categories could have been considered, such as refrig-
eration and compressed air, they were not introduced to facilitate un-
derstanding the model. 

In [14], district heating systems are assessed as a source of flexibility, 
providing all balancing services at a European level. The study de-
termines that flexibility sources have a higher potential in providing 
Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR) service due to con-
straints on their ramping periods, almost double the Manually Fre-
quency Restoration Reserve (mFRR) potential and four times the 
Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR), potential. The challenge of 
relying on DR participation in FRR services has been handled 
throughout literature from different points of view. In [15], DR partic-
ipation in balancing markets is analyzed from an aggregator perspective. 
Moreover, [16,17] value DR contribution to balancing services from a 
building perspective. Finally, demand participation in reserves has also 
been analyzed from the DSO and TSO controller perspective, solving 
frequency and voltage regulation network issues [18,19]. For this case 
study, balancing services will refer only to aFRR service with up and 
down considered separately, and it will be analyzed from a system 
perspective, with investment planning and operation optimization. 

Consumption in the residential and services sectors is where cus-
tomers flexibility is most underutilized and where its exploitation pre-
sents the most opportunities[20,21]. This paper focuses on assessing the 
impact of DR provision from the residential and services sectors’, which 
has not traditionally been economically viable [20]. However, European 
grants for electrification in these sectors [22], come with an increase in 
customers flexibility potential and hence, profitability. In particular, 
Spain has developed measures to incentivize electrification for heating 
and cooling services [23] and for overland transportation [22,24]. 
Furthermore, technological advances facilitate the remote controlla-
bility of end-use energy demand to be able to participate in electricity 
system services [25]. Table 1 compiles prior models that have assessed 
the participation of DR in balancing services. The columns within the 
table highlight key characteristics of these models, revealing the novelty 
of the model presented and employed in this paper. First, the markets in 
which DR can participate are indicated, distinguishing between the 
wholesale market and various balancing services, including FCR, FRR 
[26], and Replacement Reserve (RR). Subsequently, the sectors within 
which DR has been studied are specified, distinguishing among resi-
dential (RES), commercial (COM) and industrial (IND). Additionally, the 
modeled disaggregated consumption categories capable of providing DR 
are identified, considering only H&C, DHW and EV classification. 

Furthermore, it is indicated whether any specific constraints have been 
applied to restrict DR potential. Finally, the last column refers to the 
type of model under consideration, indicating if the model applies to the 
whole system and in case it does whether both operational (OPER) and 
investment (INV) optimization are considered. 

From the literature review it can be concluded that the modelling of 
DR participation in the reserves market from a system overview of 
behind-the-meter assets from the residential and services sectors has not 
been extensively studied. Therefore, this paper contributes with a 
comprehensive generation and storage expansion planning model, 
conveniently upgraded to allow DR participation in both wholesale and 
reserves markets constraining the demand assets to better represent 
their consumption nature. Through the analysis conducted, this paper 
also contributes to identifying which DR assets supply more energy and 
in which market (wholesale or reserves) they are best suited to partici-
pate. Finally, the analysis also reveals that increasing demand response 
percentages in the systems lead to cost reduction. However, there is a 
limitation associated with an increase of CO2 emissions due to the usage 
of existing polluting technologies to avoid investments in storages. This 
finding has policy implications since it shows that although demand 
response leverages existing infrastructure, it should be combined with 
new storage investments (against the minimum cost alternative) to deal 
with the increase of emissions. 

Different scenarios have been defined to assess the role of these de-
mand assets providing reserves and their impact on generation and 
storage investment planning and on electricity system costs and emis-
sions using the Spanish system as a reference. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows. Section II, describes the upgrades in the formula-
tion of the model to include the reserves market and demand partici-
pation in providing balancing services. Section III gathers the input data 
required to run the model and perform this analysis for the Spanish 
system in 2030. An analysis and description of results are presented in 
Section IV. Section V summarizes the relevant conclusions and proposes 
some future research lines to enrich this study. 

2. Model formulation 

The tool used to develop this study has been an operation and 
expansion planning model, named SPLODER, with the convenient up-
grades. The initial version of the model was fully described in [44]. 
Some other upgrades are presented in [45–47] to include policy con-
straints and new storage technologies that can compete with flexible 

Table 1 
Optimization models with DR participation in balancing services.  

Source Energy market Balancing services Sector with DR DR sources are disaggregated DR limited System perspective 

FCR FRR RR RES COM IND H&C DHW EV OPER INV 

[4] Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No Yes No No 
[5] Yes ~ Yes No No No No Yes No No 
[27] Yes ~ ~ ~ No Yes No 
[28] Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes ~ No Yes No 
[29] Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No 
[30] No ~ Yes No No No Yes No No Yes No 
[31] Yes No Yes No No Yes No ~ No No 
[32] Yes ~ Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 
[33] Yes Yes Yes No ~ ~ No Yes No 
[34] Yes Yes Yes Yes ~ ~ No No 
[35] No ~ ~ ~ No Yes No 
[36] Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No 
[37] Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
[38] Yes ~ ~ ~ No No 
[39] Yes ~ ~ ~ No No 
[40] Yes ~ Yes Yes Yes ~ Yes No 
[41] No ~ ~ ~ Yes No 
[42] No Yes No No Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No 
[43] No ~ Yes No No No Yes No Yes No 

This Paper Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

~ Not specified. 
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demand resources. The model considers a time scale of hours for only 
four representative weeks of a year. Additionally, electricity generation 
is classified by technology and electricity demand by sector (residential, 
services and industrial). The residential and services sectors are also 
disaggregated in different consumption categories (H&C, DHW, EV, 
lighting and others), where H&C, DHW and EV are considered as po-
tential flexible resources. 

The contribution of this paper is to include the different demand 
assets in the reserves market formulation and their limitations. The 
mathematical formulation of the reserves could be stochastic or deter-
ministic. The necessary input data for both formulations are the same; 
consequently, the only thing that changes is the equations determined. 
In the stochastic approach [29,32,36,37,48], variables and parameters 
would have been reused for the new model adding only an additional set 
to iterate and solve each equation for wholesale and upward and 
downward reserve markets. For this case, the deterministic approach 
has been modelled by including additional variables and parameters to 
consider the increase and decrease in generation or demand due to the 
secondary regulation market. With this procedure, the previous whole-
sale market is affected by the reserves market solution with the status of 
the storage technologies [38,49,50]. 

Fig. 1 briefly depicts the new formulation needed to model the re-
serves market, it distinguishes between modified constraints for energy 
suppliers and additional constraints. Fig. 2 summarizes the required 
input data, identifying also the additional data needs from this paper 
work, and the resulting outputs obtained from running the model. 

2.1. Sets, parameters, and variables 

The inclusion of the reserves market in the model affects the entire 
model formulation. Moreover, the particular equations affected are 
detailed below using the same format of symbols as in previous publi-
cations to facilitate comparison. Table 2 presents the sets, parameters, 
and variables used to model the reserves market. Note that all param-
eters are written in capital letters while variables are defined in lower 
case letters. 

2.2. Objective function 

The objective function was updated to take into account the addi-
tional energy produced by the generators that participate in the reserves 
market. The objective function of the model is to minimize total system 
costs and is presented in equation (1). Equations (2) to (4) calculate the 
corresponding installation, maintenance, and operating costs that 
comprise the objective function. The operation costs now include those 
that correspond to reserves market costs, as well as wholesale market 
costs. This might alter reality, like in real life, since the energy used to 
supply reserves needs is not known in advance and hence, optimized. 

costs = installcosts+ fixcosts+ operationcosts (1)  

installcosts =
∑

i
(COSTDERPV*powerpvi +COSTDERES*batcapacityi

+COSTDERHP*powerhpi +COSTDERERD*powererdi
+ newinstalli*COSTINSTALLi)

(2)   

Fig. 1. Reserves market formulation organization.  

fixcosts =
∑

i
(COSTOMFIXi*(INSTALLEDi + newinstalli)

+ (PVCAPi + powerpvi)*COSTOMPV +(HPCAPi + powerhpi)*COSTOMHP +(ESCAPi + batcapacityi)*COSTOMES) (3)   
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operationcosts=
∑

w,d
MONTHDAYSw,d

∑

h
(COSTOMVARi+INDTAXi)

*(energyselli,w,d,h+dumpedi,w,d,h+energysellupRi,w,d,h
− energyselldownRi,w,d,h)+(energyproducedi,w,d,h
+energyproducedupRi,w,d,h
− energyproduceddownRi,w,d,h)*CO2EMIi*EMICOST
+(startupi,w,d,h+startupRi,w,d,h+stopi,w,d,h
+stopRi,w,d,h)*STARTUPi

(4)  

2.3. Generation technologies able to provide reserves 

The total energy produced for the wholesale and reserves markets 
from nonrenewable technologies, inr, is limited in equation (5). The 
total production at each hour should not exceed the total installed ca-
pacity. Besides, the coherence of the energy provided for the downward 
reserve is controlled with equation (6). The amount of power that 
nonrenewable technologies able to provide reserves and which include 
OCGT, CCGT, and hydroelectric technologies can produce for downward 
reserve capacity should be lower than their energy production for the 
wholesale market plus the upward reserves market at that same hour. 

(INSTALLEDinr + newinstallinr) ≥energyproducedinr,w,d,h
+ energyproducedupRinr,w,d,h
− energyproduceddownRinr,w,d,h∀inr,w, d, h

(5)  

energyproducedinr,w,d,h + energyproducedupRinr,w,d,h
≥ energyproduceddownRinr,w,d,h∀w, d, h (6) 

Total hydroelectric energy production for the wholesale and reserves 
market cannot surpass the available water for this technology in one 
week due to equation (7). The sum of the wholesale and reserves market 
production from a CCGT source is limited in equation (8). It should be 
less than the available capacity for this technology at every hour. 

∑

d
((INSTALLEDhydro+newinstallhydro)*HYDROAVAILABLEw,d)

≥
∑

d,h
energyproducedhydro,w,d,h+energyproducedupRhydro,w,d,h∀w (7)  

(INSTALLEDCCGT+newinstallCCGT)*CAPDISPCCGT≥energyproducedCCGT,w,d,h
+energyproducedupRCCGT,w,d,h − energyproducedDownRCCGT,w,d,h∀w,d,h

(8)  

2.4. Ramps, start-ups and shutdowns 

The thermal technologies that compose the ither set, have their en-
ergy production limited with the number of active power plants and 
their maximum size (9). Minimum production must also comply with 
the technical minimum of the plants. This compliance is restricted by 
constraint (10). 

nplantsither,w,d,h*PRODMAXither ≥ energyproducedither,w,d,h
+ energyproducedupRither,w,d,h∀ither,w, d, h

(9)  

energyproducedither,w,d,h − energyproducedDownRither,w,d,h
≥ nplantsither,w,d,h*PRODMINither∀ither,w, d, h (10) 

Moreover, the number of new active power plants for thermal 
technologies at each hour is estimated by equations (11) and (12) with 
the start-ups and shutdowns performed. 

nplantsither,w,d,h − nplantsither,w,d,h− 1 = startupither,w,d,h − stopither,w,d,h
+ startupRither,w,d,h − stopRither,w,d,h∀ither,w, d, h ≥ 2

(11)  

nplantsither,w,d,h − nplantsither,w,d− 1,24 = startupither,w,d,h − stopither,w,d,h
+ startupRither,w,d,h − stopRither,w,d,h∀ither,w, d ≥ 2, h = 1

(12) 

Equations (13) and (14) guarantee that thermal technologies’ up and 
down ramping limits are not surpassed. 

Fig. 2. Model inputs and outputs schematically.  
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Table 2 
Sets, parameters and variables defined for SPLODER.  

Sets 

i Technology type {Nuclear, CCGT,OCGT, Coal, 
Cogeneration, Pumping Storage, Batteries, Solar, 
Wind, Solar Thermal, Hydroelectric, Flowing, 
Biopower, Thermal renewable, Demand} 

ires ∊ i Technologies able to provide reserves {CCGT, 
Hydroelectric, Storage} 

ist ∊ i Storage technologies {Pumping Storage and Batteries} 
ict ∊ i 

icres ∊ i 
iccom ∊ i 

Consumption categories without industry 
{Continental, Mediterranean, North and Commercial} 
Residential consumption categories {Continental, 
Mediterranean and North} 
Commercial consumption category {Commercial} 

ither ∊ i Thermal technologies {Nuclear, CCGT,OCGT and 
Coal} 

inr ∊ i Nonrenewable technologies {Nuclear, CCGT,OCGT, 
Coal, Cogeneration, Hydroelectric, Flowing, 
Biopower} 

w Week {1–4} 
d Day of the week {1–7} 
h Hour {1–24} 
Parameters 
ACTRD w, d, h Activated downwards reserves ratio over capacity 

requirement [%] 
ACTRU w, d, h Activated upwards reserves ratio over capacity 

requirement [%] 
ASIGDR w, d, h Downwards reserve requirement ratio over total 

demand [%] 
ASIGUR w, d, h Upwards reserve requirement ratio over total demand 

[%] 
BOILEREFF Boiler efficiency ratio is 0.8 [%] 
CAPDISPi Availability ration for nuclear, CCGT, Coal & OCGT 

technologies [%] 
CHARHOURSi Charging hours for each type of storage [h] 
CHARMAXEV Maximum SOC capacity for each EV [MWh] 
Ci Thermal building wall equivalent capacitor [kWh/◦C] 
CO2EMIi Tons of CO2 emitted for each MWh generated with 

each technology [tonCO2/MWh] 
COPACi Coefficient of Performance [-] 
COSTDERi Distributed energy sources installation cost [€/kW] 
COSTINSTALLi Installation cost [€/MW] 
COSTOMFIXi Operation and maintenance fix costs [€/MW] 
COSTOMi Maintenance DER Cost [€/kW/year] 
COSTOMVARi Operation and maintenance variable costs [€/MWh] 
DEMANDTHERi,w,d,h DHW demand profiles [MWh] 
DISCHARHOURSi Discharging hours for each type of storage [h] 
DNIi,w,d,h Solar Direct Normal Irradiance for the different zones 

[W/m2] 
DRDHWi,w,d,h Percentage of DR stablished for DHW demand [%] 
EFFCHAREV EV charging efficiency [%] 
EMICOST Cost per ton of CO2 [€/MtonCO2] 
ERDCAPi ERD Power already installed for each agent [MW] 
ESCAPi ES Power already installed for each agent [MW] 
EVAVAIDEM Hourly indicator (0 or 1) to gather when flexible EV are 

available to change their demand [-] 
EVBASEDEMi,w,d,h Hourly demand from fix EV [MW] 
EVCAP24i EV capacity available from the 24 h smart vehicles 

[MW] 
EVCAPi EV available capacity from the day or night smart 

vehicles [MW] 
EVTRAVELi Discharged power of an EV when is not recharging (full 

capacity is discharged in 10 h for residential vehicles 
and in 14 h for commercial) [MWh/h] 

HPCAPi HP Power already installed for each agent [MW] 
HYDROAVAILABLEw,d Available water for each day of the week for 

hydroelectric technology [h] 
INDTAXi Specific taxes for each technology [€/MWh] 
INSTALLEDi Existing power previously installed for each 

technology i [MW] 
LOSSESHP Losses produced in the HP functioning [p.u.] 
LOSSESPV Losses produced in electronics and those due to the 

slope of the solar panel [p.u.] 
M Very large number: 100,000 
MONTHDAYSw,d Number of days along the year that each representative 

day represent [days]  

Table 2 (continued ) 

Sets 

NUMi,w People [n◦] 
OUTTEMPi,w,d,h Outdoor temperature profiles for each climate zone 

[◦C] 
PRODMAXi Typical size of a power plant for CCGT, OCGT and 

nuclear power [MW] 
PRODMINi Minimum size of a power plant for CCGT, OCGT and 

nuclear power [MW] 
PVCAPi PV Power already installed for each agent [MW] 
RAMPDOWNi Maximum downwards ramp for CCGT, OCGT and 

nuclear power [MW] 
RAMPUPi Maximum upwards ramp for CCGT, OCGT and nuclear 

power [MW] 
RUAi Resistance of the overall heat transfer coefficient [◦C/ 

kWh] 
STARTUPi Cost of starting up a power plant [€/power plant] 
TAUi Thermal inertia = RUA*C [-] 
WINDi,w,d,h Wind Power profile for the different zones[p.u.] 
YIELDist Storage technologies yield [%] 
Binary Variables (0 or 1) 
binstoemi,w,d,h Indicates whether the storage technology is 

discharging or not for the wholesale market 
binstorri,w,d,h Indicate whether the storage technology is discharging 

or not for the reserves market 
Positive Variables (>=0) 
acinputi,w,d,h Hourly consumption of one heat pump that is cooling 

[MWh] 
batcapacityi New installed distributed batteries [MW] 
chargei, w, m, h Storage charge at each hour [MW] 
costs Total system costs [€] 
dischargei, w, m, h Storage discharge at each hour [MW] 
dumpedi,w,d,h Energy dumped [MWh] 
energyboughti,w,d,h Hourly energy bought by each technology i [MWh] 
energyproduceddownR i, w, 

d, h 

Hourly energy produced by each technology i for 
downward reserves [MWh] 

energyproducedi,w,d,h Hourly energy produced by each technology i [MWh] 
energyproducedupR i, w, d, h Hourly energy produced by each technology i for 

upwards reserves [MWh] 
energyselldownR i, w, d, h Hourly energy sold by each technology i for downward 

reserves [MWh] 
energyselli,w,d,h Hourly energy sold by each technology i [MWh] 
energysellupR i, w, d, h Hourly energy sold by each technology i for upward 

reserves [MWh] 
erdi,w,d,h Electric radiator consumption for each device [kWh] 
evcharge24i,w,d,h EV Charging for vehicles considered smart all along the 

day (24 h) [MWh] 
evchargei,w,d,h EV Charging for smart vehicles during the day or at 

night [MWh] 
evsoci,w,d,h State of charge of the EV [MWh] 
fixcosts Maintenance costs [€] 
hptempi,w,d,h Hourly consumption of one heat pump that is heating 

[MWh] 
incac i, w, d, h decac i, w, d, h Hourly increase and decrease in cooling consumption 

to supply reserves [MWh] 
incerd i, w, d, h decerd i, w, d, h Hourly increase and decrease in DHW consumption to 

supply reserves [MWh] 
incev i, w, d, h decev i, w, d, h Hourly increase and decrease in charging electric 

vehicles to supply reserves [MWh] 
inchpt i, w, d, h dechpt i, w, d, h Hourly increase and decrease in heating consumption 

to supply reserves [MWh] 
installcosts Costs related with installation [€] 
negi,w,d,h Negative production change [MW] 
newinstalli New installed capacity for each technology i [MW] 
nplantsi,w,d,h Number of activated plants for thermal technologies 

[n◦] 
operationcosts Operation costs of generators including start-up and 

CO2 emissions costs [€] 
posi,w,d,h Positive production change [MW] 
powererdi New installed Electric Radiators [MW] 
powerhpi New installed Heat Pumps [MW] 
powerpvi New installed PV distributed panels [MW] 
schari, w, d, h Stop charging for storage (Batteries and pumping) 

[MWh] 
sdischari, w, d, h Stop discharging for storage (Batteries and pumping) 

[MWh] 
start-up,i, w, d, h startupR,i, w, 

d, h 

Start-up of a power plant in response to wholesale or 
reserve needs [n◦ power plants] 

(continued on next page) 
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nplantsither,w,d,h*RAMPUPither ≥ posither,w,d,h − PRODMAXither*(startupither,w,d,h
+ startupRither,w,d,h)∀ither,w, d ≥ 2, h ≥ 2

(13)  

nplantsither,w,d,h*RAMPDOWNither ≥ negither,w,d,h − PRODMINither*(stopither,w,d,h
+ stopRither,w,d,h)∀ither,w, d ≥ 2, h ≥ 2

(14)  

The positive, pos, or negative, neg, power change is defined at each hour 
for nonrenewable technologies by equations (15) and (16), including 
reserves market participation for hydroelectric and CCGT technologies. 

posinr,w,d,h − neginr,w,d,h = energyproducedinr,w,d,h − energyproducedinr,w,d,h− 1

+ energyproducedupRinr,w,d,h − energyproducedupRinr,w,d,h− 1

− energyproduceddownRinr,w,d,h + energyproduceddownRinr,w,d,h− 1

∀inr,w, d, h ≥ 2
(15)  

posinr,w,d,h − neginr,w,d,h = energyproducedinr,w,d,h − energyproducedinr,w,d− 1,24

+ energyproducedupRinr,w,d,h − energyproducedupRinr,w,d− 1,24

− energyproducedDownRinr,w,d,h + energyproduceddownRinr,w,d− 1,24

∀inr,w, d ≥ 2, h = 1
(16)  

2.5. Storage technologies able to provide reserves 

Four new variables were introduced to represent the contribution of 
storage in reserves. When batteries are charging, it can increase their 
consumption, xchar, or reduce it, schar. Conversely, when batteries are 
discharging, they can produce more, xdischar, or produce less, sdischar. 
Constraints (17) to (21) control that the total storage capacity according 
to the installed capacity is not exceeded, even with the additional 
charging and stop charging performed for the reserves market. 

(INSTALLEDist + newinstallist)*DISCHARHOURSist ≥ socist,p,w,d,h (17)  

(INSTALLEDist + newinstallist)*DISCHARHOURSist
≥ socist,p,w,d,h− 1 + (chargeist,w,d,h + xcharist,w,d,h

− scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist∀ ist,w, d, h

> 1 (18)  

(INSTALLEDist + newinstallist)*DISCHARHOURSist
≥ socist,p,w,d− 1,24 + (chargeist,w,d,h + xcharist,w,d,h

− scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist∀ ist,w, d

>, h = 1 (19)  

(INSTALLEDist + newinstallist)*DISCHARHOURSist
≥ socist,p,w− 1,7,24 + (chargeist,w,d,h + xcharist,w,d,h

− scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist∀ ist,w

> 1, d = 1, h = 1 (20)  

(INSTALLEDist + newinstallist)*DISCHARHOURSist
≥ socist,p,4,7,24 + (chargeist,w,d,h + xcharist,w,d,h
− scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist∀ ist,w

= 1, d = 1, h = 1 (21) 

Constraints (22) to (25)calculate each storage type’s state of charge 
(SOC) at every hour. The SOC at each hour equals the SOC at the pre-
vious hour, plus the charged energy for the reserves market minus the 
discharged energy for the wholesale and reserves market. The four 
equations only differ regarding the previous hour’s SOC in which, due to 
the temporal granularity of the model, the sets to be referred to slightly 
change over time (depending on the week, the day, and the hour). 

socist,w,d,h=socist,w,d,h− 1+
(
(chargeist,w,d,h+xcharist,w,d,h − scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist

)

− dischargei,w,d,h − xdischarist,w,d,h+sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w,d,h>1
(22)  

socist,w,d,h =socist,w,d− 1,24 +
(
(chargeist,w,d,h + xcharist,w,d,h

− scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist

)
− dischargei,w,d,h − xdischarist,w,d,h

+ sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d > 1, h = 1
(23)  

socist,w,d,h =socist,w− 1,7,24 +
(
(chargeist,w,d,h + xcharist,w,d,h

− scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist

)
− dischargei,w,d,h − xdischarist,w,d,h

+ sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w > 1, d = 1, h = 1
(24)  

socist,w,d,h =socist,4,7,24+
(
(chargeist,w,d,h+xcharist,w,d,h − scharist,w,d,h)*YIELDist

)

− dischargei,w,d,h − xdischarist,w,d,h+sdischarist,w,d,h
∀ist,w= 1,d= 1,h= 1

(25) 

Constraints (26) to (29) are the boundary conditions for the 
maximum energy that can be discharged at each time of the year, 
considering the reserves market. The YIELDist considered in the model 
contains the round-trip efficiency. Hence, it is not necessary to multiply 
the dischargei,p,w,m,h variable again. 

socist,w,d,h− 1 ≥ dischargei,w,d,h + xdischarist,w,d,h − sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h

> 1
(26)  

socist,p,w,d− 1,24 ≥ dischargei,w,d,h + xdischarist,w,d,h − sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d

> 1, h = 1
(27)  

socist,w− 1,7,24 ≥ dischargei,w,d,h + xdischarist,w,d,h − sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w > 1, d

= 1, h = 1
(28)  

socist,4,7,24 ≥ dischargei,w,d,h + xdischarist,w,d,h − sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w = 1, d

= 1, h = 1
(29) 

Constraints (30) and (31)set the charging and discharging speed rate 
depending on the capacity of the storage hours. Constraint (32) gua-
rantees that the discharged water from the pumping vessel has been 
refilled throughout the week, considering both, the wholesale and the 
reserves markets. 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Sets 

stop i, w, d, h stopR i, w, d, h Stop a power plant in response to wholesale or reserve 
needs [n◦ power plants] 

tempini,w,d,h Indoor temperature profiles for a building [◦C] 
xchari, w, d, h Extra charge for storage (Batteries and pumping) 

[MWh] 
xdischari, w, d, h Extra discharge for storage (Batteries and pumping) 

[MWh]  
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(INSTALLEDist + newinstallist)*
DISCHARHOURSist
CHARHOURSist

≥ chargeist,w,m,h + xcharist,w,m,h∀ist,w,m, h (30)  

(INSTALLEDist + newinstallist)*
DISCHARHOURSist
CHARHOURSist

≥ dischargeist,w,m,h + xdischarist,w,m,h∀ist,w,m, h (31)  

∑

w,d
MONTHDAYSw,d*

∑

h
(energyselli,w,d,h + xdischari,w,d,h − sdischari,w,d,h)

= YIELDist*
∑

w,d
MONTHDAYSw,d*

∑

h
(energyboughti,w,d,h + xchari,w,d,h

− schari,w,d,h)
(32) 

The total amount of energy provided for upward and downward 
reserves from storage technologies is defined with the extra charge and 
discharge variables (xchar, xdischar) and the stop charging or dis-
charging variables (schar, sdischar). This sum of the energy supplied by 
storage technologies is presented in equations (33) and (34). Besides, the 
amount of energy that stops charging or discharging should be less than 
the corresponding energy that was being charged or discharged at that 
time. This is limited in constraints (35) and (36). 

energysellupRist,w,d,h = xdischarist,w,d,h + scharist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (33)  

energysellDownRist,w,d,h = xcharist,w,d,h + sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (34)  

chargeist,w,d,h ≥ scharist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (35)  

dischargeist,w,d,h ≥ sdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (36) 

One restriction of the model is that when a storage type is charging, it 
cannot be discharged at the same time, neither for the wholesale market 
(constraints (37)(38)) nor the reserves market (constraints (39)-(42)). 

binstoemist,w,d,h*M ≥ dischargeist,w,m,h (37)  

(1 − binstoemist,w,d,h)*M ≥chargeist,w,m,h (38)  

binstorrist,w,d,h*M ≥ xdischarist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (39)  

(1 − binstorrist,w,d,h)*M ≥xcharist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (40)  

binstorrist,w,d,h*M ≥ energysellupRist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (41)  

(1 − binstorrist,w,d,h)*M ≥energyselldownRist,w,d,h∀ist,w, d, h (42)  

2.6. EV demand 

EV demand is assumed to be partially flexible. SPLODER EV types 
differentiate between EVs with fixed demand that follow a base con-
sumption profile that is the same all day (BASE EVs), and smart charging 
vehicles, for which the model distinguishes three different categories:  

• SMART DAY: smart vehicles that are charged during the day (from 9 
a.m. to 7p.m.) and are assigned to commercial sector consumption. 
They are discharged uniformly during the 14 h of the day when they 
are disconnected  

• SMART NIGHT: EVs that can be charged at any time during the night 
period (from 7p.m. to 9 a.m.) and are assigned to residential sector 
consumption. They are discharged uniformly during the 10 h 
disconnected.  

• SMART 24 h: smart EVs that can be charged at any time during the 
24 h of a day. They are assumed to be discharged for 10 consecutive 
hours in a day. 

Intelligent EVs, SMART DAY and SMART NIGHT types do not have 
unlimited available capacity for charging. Therefore, constraints (43) 
and (44) limit their capacity, also considering the upwards reserve 
provided. Two new variables have been added per flexible demand type. 
The variable incX represents an increase in consumption, whereas the 
variable decX means a decrease in consumption. The decev variable 
represents the energy supplied from EVs for upwards reserve, which 
means stopping the charging that was initially scheduled. Constraint 
(45) guarantees that the total initially charged power is higher than the 
amount of upwards reserve provided. 

EVCAPict ≥ evsocict,w,d,h− 1 +(evchargeict,w,d,h
+ incevict,w,d,h)*EFFCHAREV∀ict,w, d, h > 1

(43)  

EVCAPict ≥ evsocict,w,d− 1,24 +(evchargeict,w,d,h
+ incevict,w,d,h)*EFFCHAREV∀ict,w, d, h = 1

(44)  

evchargeict,w,d,h + incevict,w,d,h ≥ decevict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d, h (45) 

Constraints (46), (47) and (48) define the state of charge of the EVs, 
considering increase and decrease in consumption due to demand 
participation in wholesale and reserves markets. 

evsocict,w,d,h =evsocict,w,d,h− 1 +(evchargeict,w,d,h+ incevict,w,d,h
− decevict,w,d,h)*EFFCHAREV − EVTRAVELicres*EVCAPict*
(1 − EVAVAIDEMicres,w,d,h) − EVTRAVELiccom*EVCAPict*
(1 − EVAVAIDEMiccom,w,d,h)∀ict,w,d,h≥ 2

(46)  

evsocict,w,d,h =evsocict,w,d− 1,24 +(evchargeict,w,d,h + incevict,w,d,h
− decevict,w,d,h)*EFFCHAREV − EVTRAVELicres*EVCAPict*
(1 − EVAVAIDEMicres,w,d,h) − EVTRAVELiccom*EVCAPict*
(1 − EVAVAIDEMiccom,w,d,h)∀ict,w, d ≥ 2, h = 1

(47)  

evsocict,w,d,h =evsocict,w,1,0 +(evchargeict,w,d,h + incevict,w,d,h
− decevict,w,d,h)*EFFCHAREV − EVTRAVELicres*EVCAPict*
(1 − EVAVAIDEMicres,w,d,h) − EVTRAVELiccom*EVCAPict*
(1 − EVAVAIDEMiccom,w,d,h)∀ict,w, d = 1, h = 1

(48) 

Intelligent EVs, have their maximum charging capacity limited by 
constraint (49) for the SMART DAY and NIGHT vehicles and by constraint 
(50) for the SMART 24 h vehicles. Moreover, constraint (51) forces the 
SMART 24 h vehicles to charge the discharged power throughout the 14 h 
of the day they are considered to be connected to a recharging point. 

EVCAPict*CHARMAXEV*EVAVAIDEMict,w,d,h

≥ evchargeict,w,d,h + incevict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d, h (49)  

EVCAP24ict*CHARMAXEV ≥ evcharge24ict,w,d,h + incevict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d, h
(50)  

∑

h
(evcharge24ict,w,d,h + incevict,w,d,h − decevict,w,d,h)*EFFCHAREV

= EVTRAVELicres*EVCAP24ict∀ict,w, d (51)  
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2.7. Domestic hot water Demand 

To provide DHW, electric radiators (ERD) are the installed devices 
used to represent immersion heaters. Constraint (52) limits ERD con-
sumption to total installed capacity. The coherence of the energy pro-
vided for the upwards reserve is controlled by constraint (53). Providing 
upward reserve from the demand side means stopping consumption. 
Therefore, this amount should be lower than the total expected con-
sumption of that consumption category from the wholesale market, plus 
the increase in consumption planned to provide downward reserve. On 
the one hand, the total DHW consumption profile should be consumed, 
although the hour when it is consumed can change for the flexible part. 
Constraint (54), guarantees that the entire consumption profile is 
consumed at some point. On the other hand, the fixed DHW demand 
cannot be shifted. This condition is met by equation (55). 

powererdict +ERDCAPict ≥ erdict,w,d,h + incerdict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d, h (52)  

erdict,w,d,h + incerdict,w,d,h ≥ decerdict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d, h (53)  

∑

h
erdict,w,d,h + incerdict,w,d,h − decerdict,w,d,h

=
∑

h
DEMANDTHERict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d (54)  

erdict,w,d,h − decerdict,w,d,h ≥DEMANDTHERict,w,d,h*(1 − DRDHWict)∀ict,w,d,h
(55)  

2.8. Heating and cooling Demand 

For heating and cooling purposes, heat pumps (HP) are the available 
electric devices. The total amount of electric heating and cooling 
installed capacity should always be higher than the total consumption. 
This is limited in equation (56). The model’s internal formulation of the 
heating and cooling needs considers outdoor temperatures and a com-
fort range for indoor temperatures considering the thermal inertia of a 
building. Equations (57) and (58) guarantee that the indoor temperature 
is within the established comfort range, even when there is an increase 
or decrease in flexible demand due to its reserve market participation. 

powerhpict +HPCAPict ≥ NUMict,w*
(
hptempict,w,d,h + inchptict,w,d,h

)

+NUMict,w*
(
acinputict,w,d,h + incacict,w,d,h

)
∀ict,w, d, h

(56) 

A decrease in heating and cooling demand when providing reserves 
means to stop consuming. Therefore, this decrease should be lower the 
expected consumption at that particular time. This is limited by equa-
tions (59) and (60). 

hptempict,w,d,h + inchptict,w,d,h ≥ dechptict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d, h (59)  

ac+ incacict,w,d,h ≥ decacict,w,d,h∀ict,w, d, h (60)  

2.9. Reserve market balance 

The wholesale market balance equation is not affected by the reserves 
market needs to guarantee the balance of production and demand in this 
market. Therefore, equations (61) and (62) are added separately to collect 
the new balance equations for the upward and downward reserves mar-
ket. The reserve needs have been estimated depending on the total ener-
gySell decided for each hour, considering the ratio of requirements needed 
and the activation ratio of this requirement as in [50]. 
∑

i
(energysellupRi,w,d,h+decerdi,w,d,h+NUMict,w*(dechpti,w,d,h+decaci,w,d,h)

+decevi,w,d,h)

=
∑

i
energyselli,w,d,h*ASIGURw,d,h*ACTRUw,d,h∀w,d,h

(61) 

Table 3 
Geographical distribution of solar and wind generation profiles.  

ZONE Solar Spain provinces Wind Spain provinces 

A1 Galicia & Asturias Galicia, Asturias, Cantabria 
& Castilla Leon 

A2 Valencia & Murcia Pais vasco, Navarra, Aragón 
& La Rioja 

A3 Aragón, Cataluña, Extremadura, Madrid, 
Castilla La Mancha, & Andalucia 

Cataluña, Valencia & 
Murcia 

A4 Castilla Leon Andalucia 
A5 Cantabria,Pais vasco, Navarra & La Rioja Extremadura, Madrid & 

Castilla La Mancha  

tempinict,w,d,h= tempinict,w,d,h− 1+
(
tempinict,w,d,h− 1 − OUTTEMPict,w,d,h− 1

)
*

2
TAUict

+(hptempict,w,d,h+inchptict,w,d,h − dechptict,w,d,h)*COPACict*(1

− LOSSESHP)+GAStempict,w,d,h*BOILEREFF − (acinputict,w,d,h+incacict,w,d,h − decacict,w,d,h)*COPACict*(
RUAict

2
−

2
Cict

)− ((hptempict,w,d,h− 1

+ inchptict,w,d,h− 1 − dechptict,w,d,h− 1)*COPict*(1 − LOSSESHP − (acinputict,w,d,h− 1+ incacict,w,d,h− 1 − decacict,w,d,h− 1)*COPACict*(
RUAict

2

−
2
Cict

))∀ict,w,d,h

>1 (57)  

tempinict,w,d,h = tempinict,w,d− 1,24+
(
tempinict,w,d− 1,24 − OUTTEMPict,w,d− 1,24

)
*

2
TAUict

+(hptempict,w,d,h+ inchptict,w,d,h − dechptict,w,d,h)*COPACict*(1

− LOSSESHP)+GAStempict,w,d,h*BOILEREFF − (acinputict,w,d,h+ incacict,w,d,h − decacict,w,d,h)*COPACict*(
RUAict

2
−

2
Cict

) − ((hptempict,w,d− 1,24

+ inchptict,w,d− 1,24 − dechptict,w,d− 1,24)*COPACict*(1 − LOSSESHP) − (acinputict,w,d− 1,24+ incacict,w,d− 1,24 − decacict,w,d− 1,24)*COPACict*(
RUAict

2

−
2
Cict

))∀ict,w,d

> 1,h= 1 (58)   
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Two different variables that represent the energy produced by each 
generation technology to provide upward and downward reserves are 
required to be able to model the reserves market for storage technologies 
and their peculiarities. Equations (63) and (64) balance the two different 
variables. For all generation technologies from set “I” that are not 
included in the set “ires”, both variables would acquire a null value. 

energysellupRi,w,d,h = energyproducedupRi,w,d,h (63)  

energyselldownRi,w,d,h = energyproduceddownRi,w,d,h (64)  

2.10. Flexible demand participating in reserve limitations 

Shifted demand to provide reserves should be scheduled for another 
hour on the same day to keep daily consumption constant. Constraints 
(65), (66), (67), and (68) ensure that this shifted consumption is moved 
to another hour of the day for all consumption categories. 

∑
hincerdict,w,d,h =

∑
hdecerdict,w,d,h∀ict,w,d(65). 

∑
hinchptict,w,d,h =

∑
hdechptict,w,d,h∀ict,w,d(66). 

∑
hincacict,w,d,h =

∑
hdecacict,w,d,h∀ict,w,d(67). 

∑
hincevict,w,d,h =

∑
hdecevict,w,d,h∀ict,w,d(68). 

3. Scenarios and case studies 

The previously required input data has been reused from the study 
presented in [46] which had the same time horizon as this study, which 
is the year 2030. The data previously defined and also used for this study 
include:  

• The firm capacity coefficients assumed for each technology  
• The 2019 existing generation capacity is expected to still be available 

in 2030  
• The investment costs and the fixed and variable maintenance costs 

for both conventional and renewable technologies  
• The fuel prices, CO2 emission costs, and taxes for pollutant 

technologies 

The newly required and some updated input data when applied to 
the Spanish system include:  

1) The inclusion of five wind and five solar generation areas to invest in, 
whose difference remains in their generation profile in accordance 
with different geographical areas. Table 3 presents the geographical 

representation within Spain of the five solar and wind generation 
areas. 

These profiles have been gathered from [51]. Besides, in order to 
take a small network representation into account, the grid access and 
connection capacity allowance published by Red Eléctrica de España 
(REE) [52] have been considered as limits of the maximum installed 
capacity for each geographical zone and technology, as presented in 
Table 4. 

DR can involve different sources and technologies, such as distrib-
uted solar PV generation and battery storage. The deployment effect of 
these two technologies have been thoroughly studied as flexible sources, 
with the aim of justifying the need for investment in distributed solar PV 
[53,54] and for distributed batteries [55], although batteries are still not 
competitive. In this study, distributed solar PV generation capacity is 
previously installed, as an investment option its high cost makes it an un- 
desirable choice, and distributed batteries are modelled, although 
neither are considered when referring to flexible demand analysis, as 
done in [56]. Therefore, the PV distributed investment is forced ac-
cording to the roadmap [57] for each geographical zone. Solar tech-
nologies broken down into geographical zones refer to centralized PV, 
which has better efficiency than distributed PV. Therefore, the initial 
capacity was multiplied by a reduction factor to force the installation of 
a “Centralized capacity equivalent to the real distributed capacity” per 
zone. This reduction factor was obtained from [58], and the results are 
presented in Table 5. 

Table 4 
Maximum installed capacity in each solar and wind area.  

Technology Max Install [MW] 

WIND1 15,469 
WIND2 6,984 
WIND3 5,123 
WIND4 2,199 
WIND5 1,746 
SOLAR1 247 
SOLAR2 14,576 
SOLAR3 69,661 
SOLAR4 14,273 
SOLAR5 2,526  

Table 5 
Distributed solar generation installed capacity.  

Zone Distributed installed 
capacity [MW] 

Distributed/ 
Centralized Ratio 

Equivalent 
centralized capacity 

[MW] 

A1 182  0.90 163 
A2 1412  0.79 1110 
A3 5940  0.76 4539 
A4 339  0.76 258 
A5 339  0.77 261  

Table 6 
Energy consumption and average traveled distance per type of vehicle.  

Type of 
vehicle 

Percentage of 
total EVs [%] 

Energy consumption 
[KWh/100 km] 

Distance 
[km/year] 

Cars 71 % 20 15,000 
Vans and 

buses 
10 % 26 18,000 

Motorcycles 19 % 6 12,000  

Table 7 
Amount of EVs for each EV category considered with the SPLODER model.  

SPLODER EVs TYPES Number of EVs Percentage [%] 

BASE 2,065,863 41 % 
SMART NIGHT 1,910,170 38 % 
SMART DAY 491,211 10 % 
SMART 24 h 606,241 12 % 

TOTAL 5,073,484 100 %  

∑

i
(energyselldownRi,w,d,h+incerdi,w,d,h+NUMict,w*(inchpti,w,d,h+ incaci,w,d,h)

+incevi,w,d,h)=
∑

i
energyselli,w,d,h*ASIGDRw,d,h*ACTRDw,d,h∀w,d,h

(62)   
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2) Disaggregated demand profiles, for the residential and services 
sector, into different consumption categories (DHW, H&C, lighting 
and others). These sensitive data can be found in [51]. The demand 
profiles are considered to be at the power plant busbars, so the losses 
in the network are zero, where, the energy generated (290TWh) =
energy consumed (290TWh).  

3) EV consumption data has also changed from previous studies. 
However, its formulation remains the same. The number of EVs was 
estimated considering different reports with the expected fleet 
growth through 2030 [59]. The consumption per vehicle [KWh/km] 
was adjusted according to data from [60] and [61], distinguishing 
between cars, motorcycles, and vans. The annual average distance 
driven by each type of vehicle was gathered from [62] data, all 
presented in Table 6. 

The type of vehicle classification among the model options was 
calculated by using detailed information on the charging points, 
including their location and whether they are for private or public use 
[51]. The final input data for SPLODER is presented in Table 7.  

4) Secondary reserves need and activation ratios. In this case, the 
publicly available information in [26] has been used to create a 5 
year averages, from June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2022, of secondary 
reserve needs and activation, for upwards (ASIGUR w, d, h and ACTRU 

w, d, h) and downwards reserve (ASIGDR w, d, h and ACTRD w, d, h). The 
reserve needs ratio was calculated according to demand on an hourly 
basis, and the activation ratio was set according to reserve re-
quirements. These average profiles have been suitably adapted to the 
time granularity of the model. Thus, the resulting hourly amount of 
reserve needed and activated in each scenario depends on the input 
demand profiles. 

All scenarios have been studied under two different case studies for 
the installed electricity generation technology mix. First under an 
optimized technology mix (free installation is permitted) and subse-
quently under a fixed installed technology mix (no installation is 
allowed). The fixed installed electricity generation technology mix 
considered corresponds with the optimized installation of the most 
restrictive scenario from the freely installed case, which is the 
RR_0DR_dem scenario. The fixed installed electricity generation tech-
nology mix considered to perform under these conditions is presented in 
Fig. 3. This technology mix includes the solar and wind installed ca-
pacity committed to 2030 in the Spanish NECP[59]. With this condition, 
it is easier to draw conclusions about operating results and compare one 
scenario to another, as technology investment decisions do not distort 
results. 

The scenarios considered address the role of DR providing reserves 
and its impact on electricity system costs and generation and storage 
investment planning. First, the comparison of two scenarios that have 
the same amount of flexible demand, with and without reserves market 
consideration, would give the value of considering reserves when 

26%

2%
2%

16%

3%2%1%

10%
0.4%

10%

27%

1%

Wind power Nuclear OCGT CCGT

Cogeneration Solar (Thermal) Thermal renewable Hydro

Flow Pumping Solar (utility) Distributed storage

Fig. 3. Fixed installed electricity generation technology mix.  

Table 8 
Scenarios for the fixed and freely installed electricity generation technology mix.  

Case Name Reserves 
consideration 

Amount of 
Flexible 
demand 

Demand participation 
in reserves 

20DR No 20 % No 
RR_20DR Yes 20 % No 

RR_0DR_dem Yes 0 % Yes 
RR_20DR_dem Yes 20 % Yes 
RR_40DR_dem Yes 40 % Yes 
RR_60DR_dem Yes 60 % Yes  

Table 9 
Flexible energy available for each percentage of DR.  

FLEXIBLE ENERGY [GWh] 0DR 20DR 40DR 60DR 

H&C 0 13,589 27,177 40,766 
DHW 0 8,067 16,134 24,201 
EV 0 8,160 8,160 8,160  
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planning generation operation and expansion investment. Subsequently, 
different levels of flexible demand participating in the reserves market 
would be analyzed, both when the installed electricity generation 
technology mix is fixed and when it is optimized to compare operation 
and investment correspondingly. Finally, to determine the impact of 
demand participating in the wholesale and reserves market on system 
costs, scenarios where the investment is settled are needed to be able to 
compare total system costs. 

Thus, each scenario is defined by three characteristics: reserves 
consideration, amount of flexible demand, and the participation of de-
mand in reserves. The first term in the name indicates whether or not the 
scenario considers the reserves market. If the reserves market is 
considered, the name begins with RR; in any other case the reserves 
market is neglected. The second part of the scenario name refers to the 
percentage of flexible demand considered for heating, cooling, and DHW 
consumption categories (0DR, 20DR, 40DR, 60DR). In order to be 
consistent with the EV flexibility estimates presented in Table 7, where 
the EV is estimated to have around a 60 % of flexibility and see the DR 
effects with enough perspective, DR usage ranges from 0 % DR to 60 % 
DR in the other consumption categories, as there is not a clearly-defined 
amount of DR in 2030. Lastly, the term “dem” is indicated when demand 
is allowed to participate in the reserves market. Table 8 presents the 
different scenarios with their main distinguishing features. 

The flexible energy available for each DR usage scenario is defined 
by the input consumption profiles and the preset percentage of DR. 
Table 9 presents the total flexible energy for each consumption category 
that applies to both the fixed and the freely installed generation tech-
nology mix scenarios for each percentage of DR. 

4. Analysis and results 

In this section, the results are organized into four blocks to set out the 
main takeaways of the paper. For this purpose, each block uses the most 
appropriate scenarios that can be compared and analyzed to draw the 
relevant conclusions. In brief, the four blocks are: the operation of the 
system, which uses the fixed installed technology mix scenarios; the 
total system costs that compare both the fixed and the freely installed 
generation technology mix scenarios; the investment decisions, which 
can only be analyzed in the freely installed generation technology mix 
scenarios; and finally, the flexibility analysis, which in this case is per-
formed over the freely installed generation technology mix scenarios, 
although conclusions for the fixed installed generation technology mix 
scenarios are the same. 
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4.1. Operation of the system considering reserves 

With the purpose of comparing and analyzing the changes in system 
operation when considering the reserves and when demand participa-
tion in reserves is allowed, fixed generation installed generation tech-
nology mix scenarios have been used. Thus, the impact of different 
investment decisions is avoided. 

Technologies that can provide reserves operate differently on the 
wholesale market when reserves are considered. Fig. 4 compares 
wholesale market generation with and without considering the reserves 
market. Fig. 4 show that both CCGT and hydro decrease their operation 
on the wholesale market to have more availability and increase their 
generation for the reserves market. However, pumping increases its 
production in the wholesale market when considering reserves while 
decreasing their consumption (Fig. 4). Pumping technology has a very 
high potential to provide downward reserves. It accounts for 95 % of 
total downward reserve needs. Therefore, its increase in wholesale 
market generation is to have more capacity available to provide this 
service (Fig. 5). Conversely, CCGT and hydroelectric technologies are 
used to a greater extent to provide upwards reserve. 

In all scenarios, the downward reserve requirement is greater than 
the upwards reserve requirement. Pumping is the technology that 
mainly provides this downward reserve until demand participates in the 
reserve market. When demand is participating in this market, is 
responsible for providing about 67 % of the upwards reserve require-
ment and about 45 % of the downward reserve requirement. This 
removes a relevant part of the role of pumped storage hydroelectric. 
Fig. 6 presents the percentage of upward (positive side) and downward 
(negative side) reserve needs that each available source provides for all 
scenarios that consider the reserves market. The amount of demand used 
for upward and downward reserve should always be the same, as shifted 
demand must be supplied at some point. When demand starts partici-
pating in the reserve market it gains relevance, where heating and 
cooling have flexible demand, the most used consumption sector. 
However, the more DR that is available in the system does not result in 
more demand quota providing reserves. As this source defends [13], it is 
more profitable to use DR for optimizing the wholesale energy market 
than for balancing needs. 

4.2. Wholesale and reserves market system costs and savings 

For the fixed installed generation technology mix scenarios, the costs 
that most differ from one scenario to another are the operation and CO2 
costs. Fig. 7 presents the sum of wholesale and reserves operations as 
annual operation costs versus the CO2 costs for all the fixed installed 
generation technology mix scenarios that consider the reserves market. 
There are two different scenarios with 20 % DR (RR_20DR and 
RR_20DR_dem), although they almost overlap, and their difference is 
not relevant. Reserves market costs account for less than 0,1% of total 
operating and CO2 costs. Therefore, its cost does not have a relevant 
effect on global results. 

The decrease in total system costs with the increase in DR is mainly 
due to the decrease in operating costs in the wholesale market. Un-
doubtedly, the leap from having no DR at all to having 20 % DR is the 
most substantial (Fig. 7). It leads to a significant decrease in spillages by 
making better use of them and preventing other more expensive tech-
nologies from producing this energy. The CO2 emission costs remain 
almost flat, no matter how much available DR there is in the system. This 
is because with a fixed installed generation technology mix, CCGT 
operation does not change, and the use of DR is replacing pumping 
operations. 

Fig. 8 presents the percentage of renewable spillages for all sce-
narios. Under these conditions, DR prioritizes diminishing spillages, and 
reducing operating costs from the energy market, which results in lower 
total system costs (Fig. 9). Fig. 8 also reveals that considering reserves 
increases spillages by 20 % (20DR compared to RR_20DR) if demand 
does not participate in the reserves markets. Furthermore, spillages are 
negligible when 60 % DR is available in the system. 

Fig. 9 presents the total system costs for the fixed and freely installed 
generation technology mix scenarios when considering the reserves 
market. For the fixed installed generation technology mix scenarios, the 
investment required to attain the pre-installed generation technology 
mix considered was added to make it equivalent to the total system costs 
that are being compared. 

When increasing from 0 to 60 % DR, the system would experience 
savings of 5 % with a fixed installed generation technology mix due to 
the reduction of operating costs. On the other hand, in the case study 
with the investment decision, savings from considering in advance a 
percentage of DR from 0 to 60 % would achieve savings of up to 12 % of 
total expenses, mainly due to decreasing investment costs by consid-
ering DR in advance. 

Fig. 10 compares the different system costs for the RR_0DR_dem and 
the RR_60DR_dem scenarios when investment is allowed (freely 
installed generation technology mix conditions). First, operating costs 
increase up to 30 % from 0 to 60 % of DR, including CO2 emissions costs. 
This is because it tries to avoid technology investment and take 
advantage of the existing resources with higher operating costs than new 
technologies. For this same reason, CO2 costs also increase. Second, the 
investment costs experience a reduction of 38 % from 0 to 60 % of DR. 
These costs are responsible for the shape of the total system costs curve 
(Fig. 9). Finally, maintenance costs also decreased by 8 % from having 
no DR to counting 60 % of it. 

4.3. Generation technology investments with a system that considers the 
reserves market 

To analyze investment decisions, the scenarios where free installa-
tion is allowed are assessed. Comparing the scenarios with and without 
considering reserves (20DR compared to RR_20DR), the total capacity 
invested for each technology does not undergo relevant changes. This is 
because reserves represent approximately only 1 % of the total energy 
requirements. Likewise, DR consideration have a small effect on 
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investment decisions. When comparing scenarios RR_20DR and 
RR_20DR_dem which the only difference lies in the demand participa-
tion in reserves, 1 % of technology investment expenditures are avoided, 
mainly from renewables, as energy requirements decrease with the in-
crease in DR. Furthermore, the greater the availability of DR in the 
system, the less investment is required. DR mainly reduces investment in 
firm capacity, thus avoiding pumping hydroelectric storage installation. 
Therefore, the lower the investment in pumping, the higher the use of 
CCGT or other pollutant technologies that are already available in the 
system to provide energy during sun and wind scarcity periods. Hence, 

more CO2 emissions are generated, as this study concludes for the 
northern European energy system[63]. This effect is presented in 
Fig. 11. A trade-off between costs and emissions can be seen in around 
33 % DR penetration. 

4.4. Flexible demand participation in energy and reserves markets 

Fig. 12 represents the amount of flexibility used and how much it has 
been used for power and for the reserves market from the total available 
flexibility of each consumption category for the freely-installed gener-
ation technology mix scenarios. This has been done by comparing the 
energy moved with respect to the non-flexible profile consumption. 

An increase in available DR does not mean an increase in DR op-
portunities. In fact, the flexible demand used according to the flexible 
demand available is decreasing for the sum of both markets when there 
is more DR in the system. This means that a specific amount of flexibility 
is needed in the system. One relevant constraint that explains this 
behavior is that all flexible demand that is not consumed at its scheduled 
hour must be consumed at another time. Hence, results reveal that part 
of the flexible demand is not of interest to move in any of the markets 
due to this limit. 

Analyzing this figure in detail, the different consumption categories 
also have different potential providing energy services. DHW use on 
average a 67 % of their total available flexibility, while H&C and EV, on 
average, use close to 50 % of their total available flexibility. However, 
H&C provides more in relative and absolute terms (Fig. 14) in reserve 
services. This is due to a higher amount in GWh of flexible demand 
available from this category (Table 9). The methodology of considering 
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temperature constraints limits the changeable demand possibilities, thus 
reducing its possibilities on the wholesale market and facilitating op-
portunities on the reserves market compared to EV and DHW. 

In addition, DR decreases firm capacity needs, which are directly 
proportional to the decrease in peak demand (Fig. 13). About 60 % DR 
decreases peak demand by 20 %. Thus, the more DR there is in the 
system, the less pumping hydroelectric storage investment there is. 
Hence, the reserves market remains in the background due to the use of 
DR. 

Fig. 14 compares the two scenarios with 20DR that consider reserves, 
but one has demand participation and the other does not. When demand 
participates in the reserves market for upward reserve, it supplies 
around 67 % of the needs of total reserve needs. On the other hand, it 
supplies around 45 % of the downward reserve needs, although it merits 
mention that in absolute terms, both directions use the same amount of 
demand participation due to model constraints, but the share of upward 
reserve is higher, meaning that less total energy is required. 

5. Conclusions and future work 

This study analyzes the impact of considering balancing services in 
the operation and investment decisions when planning the future elec-
tricity system, besides the role of DR and its effect when participating in 
the energy and reserves markets. 

Thus, this study, proves that there is a difference between whether or 
not the reserves market is considered for system operation and in-
vestments. The operation of the sources can provide changes in reserves. 
CCGT and hydroelectric reduce their generation in the energy market in 
order to have more available energy to provide upward reserves. In 
contrast, pumping storage increases its generation and reduces its con-
sumption for the energy market in order to be able to provide more 
downward reserve. Regarding CO2 emissions, their decrease is not 
directly related to a decrease in spillages or an increase in DR available 
in the system. The reduction of CO2 emissions implies an increase in 
total system costs. When the objective is to minimize the system costs, 
the increase of available DR raises the usage of existing polluting tech-
nologies to avoid investments in storages. Therefore, in the case where 
lowering CO2 emissions was the target, an additional constraint should 
be taken into consideration to optimize investment and operation from 
that perspective instead of from the cost minimization point of view. 
Investment decisions about generation technologies do not change due 
to considering or not considering reserves, as this market represents only 
1 % of total energy supply needs. 

This study demonstrates that demand participation in the reserves 
market has a non-neglectable role. Although, only a 1 % of technology 
investment expenditures can be avoided and the percentage of flexible 
demand used for reserves is low compared to wholesale use, more than 
45 % of the reserve energy needs could be met with demand assets. 
Results show that H&C is the category that provides the majority of 
energy in reserves due to their larger energy presence in the system. 
However, results also reflect that the two other categories, DHW and EV, 
offer more relative flexibility. This is because their demand has fewer 
shifting constraints, whereas H&C is limited by outdoor temperatures 
and indoor comfort maintenance, which constrains the possibilities of 
shifting demand. 

Finally, DR participating in the energy and reserves market would be 
responsible for savings of at least 5 % whether or not investment con-
siders new generation technologies. If DR availability was considered 
before technology investments are decided, up to 12 % of total system 
costs could be saved with a high penetration of DR (60 % of its total 
potential) although CO2 emissions increase by 95 %. A decision between 
desired savings and emissions establishes a trade-off point of around 33 
% DR participation from DHW and H&C demands. This finding has 
important policy implications since it shows that while demand response 
leverages existing infrastructure, it should be complemented with new 
storage investments (against the minimum cost alternative) to deal with 

the increase in emissions effectively. Due to the use limitations estab-
lished for the different flexibility sources, the estimated total system 
savings are below what literature forecasts (between 15 and 30 %). 

There are many other services where DR could add value to the 
system when the aggregator figure is more mature, such as congestion 
management. Therefore, all these services should also be assessed. Other 
future lines to continue with this study would be to achieve DR oper-
ating and investment costs to be able to optimize the amount of DR in the 
system and include other sources of flexible demand, such as industrial 
processes or refrigeration, that could increase total system savings. 
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